
Puddle Flange 
Floorwaste-In-A-box

Drillfast’s Puddle Flange is an all in one fire collar 
and recessed puddle flange that can be installed in 

seconds. 

Stocked to suit 200mm slab heights, it is a huge 
time saver, eliminating the messy cut, prime, 

glue processes, and reducing the need for un-
necessary lengths of PVC piping on site.

The fire collar is the market leading Snap 
collar.

GET IN TOUCH

Custom solutions are available for all three 
products and can be built to specification 

as required.

Other sizes available on request. 
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THE MANIFOLD IS A DAY’S WORK IN A BOX.

Order,  unpack, install. Ideal for apartment developments and most commer-
cial applications, the manifold can host up to 12 branches (six per side). Save 
on time, silver solder, copper, labour and bottle rental. Available with open or 
threaded connection points. No hotworks permits required.

Drillfast is proud to introduce to you 
the creation of its ‘In-A-Box’ series. 
Designed to significantly save time 
and reduce complexity and waste 
on major plumbing projects.

WHY IT WORKS

The In-A-Box series has been developed in 
consultation with all trades, it’s key benefits 
include:

Saves time - a 15 minute job can be 
reduced to 30 seconds. Literally, it can take 
days out of your working week.

Eliminates the need for on-site construction 
space for assembly and does away with 
mess and waste.

Palletised or stillage delivery rather than 
range of components in different shapes 
and sizes
Reduces the points of contact required in a 
typical installation.

LOOKING FOR A SMARTER WAY TO SET OUT A BATHROOM:

Then Drillfast’s Hob-In-A-Box is the answer. The hob inserts into any 
bathroom, this includeds frame complete with cistern and necessary piping. 

Simply fit into place and then install hardware. The hob has compatible 
connections to piping soutions including crimp (Velpex), Sleeve 

(Veltanium) or threaded connections. 

Widely used in Europe and the UK, the hob greatly reduces the required 
contact points, and will see your team only required for installation and 

fit-off. 

Hob-In-A-Box

Manifold-In-A-Box


